Digital edition and RDF
Gustave Roud, Œuvres complètes

GENERAL INFO
What - Gustave Roud, Œuvres complètes. Print and digital edition

Who - Centre de recherches sur les lettres romandes (CRLR), Université de Lausanne (UNIL)

How - 1) Archival description (the CRLR conserves Roud's manuscripts);
2) Editing process;
3) Digital and print publication.

KNORA (AND KNORA API)
Software framework for research data management in the Humanities. Knora represents data as triples in RDF graphs.

Knora Base top-level ontology + project specific ontology

A SIMPLIFIED SCHEMA OF THE PROJECT SPECIFIC ONTOLOGY

SOME ISSUES

Avant-texte in the ontology

Standoff of XML in KNORA
Example of internal link

Markup is stored as standoff property attached to the plain text, available on demand through Knora-API.